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For each plant, there are two words written in Lushootseed, 
the native language spoken within the vicinity of the Puget 
Sound.  These words represent the Northern (dxleSucid) 
and Southern (txelSucid) dialects.  The first word you will 
see is Southern and the second is Northern.The Snoqualmie 
dialect is txelSucid, but we know and speak both.  
In some cases there will be two distinct words, while 
others it is just the ending changed from “ec” to “ac”, 
altering its pronunciation, forming two individual words.  
Words like ʔulal, or cattail, do not change at all.

The information provided on plant uses is not meant as a 
gathering or harvesting guide.

Medicinal uses mentioned are not to replace advice, 
diagnosis or treatment from a qualified medical professional.

Please only gather with someone who is experienced and 
always use responsible harvesting practices.  
Do not overharvest.

Plant Names

Plant Use
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ʔulal
Cattail

The reeds of ʔulal 
are used to weave 

mats and room 
dividers. The 

cotton-like fluff 
was used as diaper 
padding. The small, 
inner portions at the 
base of the reeds are 
fried or eaten fresh 

in summer.



EediEac
EediʔEac

Black Cottonwood
The branches of EediEac grow quickly, which makes 
them ideal to bend for navigation, like a sign post, and 
can also mark harvest and hunting areas.  Trees with 
these features are called culturally modified trees.



KayuKayuec
KayuKayuac

Kinnikinnick
When dried, the leaves of KayuKayuec are used in tea 
as a tonic or diuretic. The leaves can also be dried and 
stored for winter use or can be fried with salmon or 

boiled for soups.



Caution:
The seeds of the berry can 

cause upset stomach.

The stems contain a 
poisonous pith.

sCabtec
sCabtac

Red Elderberry
If harvested by an expert, the berries of sCabtec 
can be eaten raw, but most often are cooked or 
dried for winter storage.  The flowers are also 
harvested for their many medicinal properties.



CelqaYec
CelqaYac

Sitka Spruce
The pitch of CeLkayec is chewed for enjoyment 

like gum and is also used as a topical and oral 
medicine.  The roots are used to weave items 

such as hats and baskets.



QaPuHec
QPuHac

Hazelnut
The QaPuHec is an important winter food due to 
its rich fat and protein content.  The prickly husks 

can be rotted off by storing them in mud or 
underwater until the harsh winter months.



sXaXelvec
sXaXelvac

Sword Fern
The leaves of sXaXelvec are used for many 

purposes, such as padding, layers in cooking pits, 
covering for foods and a surface to prepare foods 

on.  The spores can be used for burns and the 
roots can be used later as winter “famine food”.



yesawiʔec
seUebac

Red Alder
The hardwood of 

yesawiʔec is carved into 
bowls, ladles and masks and is 
used to smoke salmon.  The 

bark makes a red dye on 
cedar bark and medicinally can 
be used as a laxative as well as 
for treating skin ailments and 

aching bones and lungs.



sZuʔłʔec
zuʔłac

Bigleaf Maple
The hardwood of szuʔłʔec is used for canoe

 paddles and various tools.  The large leaves are 
used to dry berries and the seeds are sprouted.



Taqaʔec
Taqaʔac

Salal
The berries of Taqaʔec are considered a staple 
food.  They are preserved by being dried and 
mixed with other berries.  Leaves are used as  

medicine and dye and can also be used 
in cooking pits.



CeHedec
zeHadac

Indian Plum
The berries of CeHedec can be eaten dried, 

cooked, or fresh, though the fresh berries can 
be bitter.  The bark can be used to treat 

tuberculosis and can serve as a mild laxative.



Oladec
TaCabac
Cascara

When cured for over a year, the bark 
of Oladec is used in tea as a laxative.  
The bark is also used as a green dye.



svebidec
svebidac

Douglas-fir

The thick bark of svebidec is used for hot 
burning firewood as well as torches.  The wood 

is an important material for making poles to 
construct houses, fishing dipnets, spear handles, 

and tripods for fish traps.



Xpayʔec
Xpayʔac

Western 
Redcedar

The wood of 
Xpayʔec is used 

for canoes, 
houses, containers, 
and more. The fine 

bark is used for 
baskets, hats and 

clothing. The 
roots and withes 

are used for 
baskets and rope; 

and the boughs 
for cleansing and 

medicine. 
Xpayʔec can be 

culturally 
modified 

as well.



CeXbidec
CeXbidac

Pacific Yew

The hardwood of CeXbidec is 
ideal for carving and is used 

to make items such as 
paddles, dishes, eating 
utensils, adze handles, 
mat sewing needles, 
snowshoe frames, 

canoe-spreaders and much 
more.  The needles and bark 

are both used medicinally.



kyuʔkiwec
TeqTeqac

Vine Maple
The strong, flexible trunks of kyuʔkiwec are 

used to make bows, snowshoes and dipnets, as 
well as to create tools for carving canoes.



qaʔxec
qaʔxac

Crab Apple
The fruit of the qaʔxec can be 

boiled and mixed with oil for storage.  
In winter, the crabapples can be 
mixed with snow and whipped 
in grease to make a treat similar 

to ice cream.



vivcyusec
vivcyusac

Red Osier Dogwood
The bark of the vivcyusec is powdered and mixed 
with the resin of cottonwood buds to make a red 

paint.  The various parts of the woody plant is used 
to make items such as fish traps, basket rims, frame 

poles and is also used in smoking hides.



sCeDXec
sCeDXac

Stinging Nettle

sCeDXec is highly nutritious and can be used in 
tonics and teas.  The medicine from the sting is 

for relieving arthritis pain and as an aid to 
staying alert.  The fiber from the stalk can be 

spun into strong ropes and used for nets, 
sewing cattail mats, and weaving.



stegedec
stegadac

Salmonberry

According to legend, Swainson’s thrush sings 
the berries of stegedec ripe, which are eaten 

fresh or preserved.  Spring sprouts can be 
eaten fresh or steamed, and the fresh or 

well-dried leaves and bark can be an astringent.
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